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Abstract Oxygen vacancies (OVs), that charge‐balance the replacement of octahedrally coordinated Si4+

by Al3+ in the mineral bridgmanite, will influence transport properties in the lower mantle but little is
known about their stability and local structure. Using 27Al nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
we have characterized OVs within six aluminous bridgmanite samples. In the resulting NMR spectra sixfold,
fivefold, and fourfold coordinated Al species are resolved, in addition to near eightfold coordinated Al
substituting for Mg. Fivefold coordinated Al is formed by single OV sites but fourfold coordination must
result from short range ordering of OVs, producing OV clusters that may form through migration into twin
domain walls. Characterizing the occurrence of such OV structures is an important prerequisite for
understanding how transport properties change with depth and composition in the lower mantle.

Plain Language Summary The lower mantle encompasses the largest region of the Earth's
interior and is mainly composed of the perovskite‐structured mineral (Mg,Fe,Al)(Al,Si)O3 bridgmanite. Its
properties, therefore, control both the diffusive transport of elements and solid state flow in the lower
mantle, which will be strongly influenced by point defects. We have identified and quantified defects in
bridgmanite that arise from the replacement of silicon by aluminum and result in the creation of a
vacant oxygen site. These oxygen defects are also found to form clusters in the structure, which in other
perovskite structured minerals have been shown to strongly affect physical properties. As defect formation
and ordering is dependent on composition and pressure, strong variations in physical properties may be
expected within the upper 300 km of the lower mantle.

1. Introduction

In order to understand transport properties such as creep and electrical conductivity in the lower mantle, it is
important to characterize the nature of the determinant point defects in the dominant lower mantle mineral
bridgmanite, which occur mainly as a result of the substitution of trivalent cations (Kurnosov et al., 2017;
Manthilake et al., 2011; McCammon, 1997; Navrotsky, 1999; Xu &McCammon, 2002). Perovskite structured
MgSiO3 bridgmanite contains Si in octahedral coordination (B site substitution) and Mg occupying a larger
dodecahedral site (A site substitution). Al is the most abundant trivalent cation substituting into bridgma-
nite, followed by Fe3+ (Lauterbach et al., 2000; McCammon, 1997), and can be incorporated either by sub-
stituting for Si, with charge balance provided through the formation of oxygen vacancies (OVs), or by the
coupled substitution ofMg and Si by 2 Al. The formermechanism is characterized by the fictive end‐member
MgAlO2.5 and is expected to be favored in bulk pyrolitic mantle compositions where the presence of ferro-
periclase, (Mg,Fe)O renders a low silica activity (Brodholt, 2000; Navrotsky, 1999). The latter charge coupled
(CC) mechanism should be dominant in Al2O3‐ or SiO2‐rich systems as well as in the deeper portions of the
lower mantle (Brodholt, 2000; Liu, Ishii, et al., 2017; Liu, Nishi, et al., 2017). The two mechanisms should
have different impacts on the elastic properties, diffusivity, conductivity, and rheology of bridgmanite.
Oxygen mobility in ceramic perovskites studied for fuel cell applications, for example, has been shown to
be controlled by the concentration of OVs (Navrotsky, 1999) and the mobility of protons in bridgmanite
may be similarly controlled, even if the absolute solubility remains low (Bolfan‐Casanova et al., 2000;
Navrotsky et al., 2003). As in ceramic perovskites, changes in the transport properties of bridgmanite will
likely also depend on the local distribution of OVs in the structure (Klie et al., 2001; Kruidhof et al., 1993).
In many perovskites progressive ordering of OVs occurs with increasing trivalent cation substitution, from
locally ordered dimer and trimer clusters to extended chains and ultimately to planes with long range
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ordering, such as in the end member Ca(Al,Fe)O2.5 brownmillerite (Becerro et al., 1999). Changes in OV
ordering are also linked to changes in transport properties such as electrical conductivity and oxygen diffu-
sivity (Figueiredo et al., 2003; Zhang & Smyth, 1995). To date, however, no evidence for OV ordering in
bridgmanite has been reported and even the occurrence of OVs has been mainly implied through chemical
analyses. X‐ray absorption and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic studies of the local struc-
ture around the Al atoms in bridgmanite have identified Al in sixfold or higher coordination (Andrault et al.,
1998; Palke et al., 2012; Stebbins et al., 2001, 2003), consistent with the CC mechanism, although Stebbins
et al. (2006) observed an Al B to A ratio of 2:1 in one sample of bridgmanite from which the formation of
OVs was implied.

Recent high pressure experiments, which have used chemical compositions to infer the existence of OVs in
Al‐bearing bridgmanite, imply that they are stabilized in MgO‐saturated bulk compositions with increasing
temperature (Liu et al., 2019) but decrease in abundance with both increasing Al contents (>0.1 Al atoms per
MgSiO3 formula unit, henceforth, pfu) and pressure (Liu, Ishii, & Katsura, 2017; Liu, Nishi, et al., 2017).
Although these conditions are consistent with OVs being important at the top of the lower mantle and are
likely to be the most abundant type of vacancy defect in the entire mantle, the conditions where the OV
mechanism dominates over the CC mechanism are sensitive to the pressure, temperature, and chemical
composition and have likely been overlooked in many previous experimental studies.

Herewe report the first detection of ordering of OVs in Al‐bearing bridgmanite using an analysis of 27Almagic
angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra. A suit of bridgmanite samples were synthesized over a range of Al
contents and SiO2 activities designed to explore the extent of OV formation. To clarify the type and ratio of
the Al species within bridgmanite, density functional theory (DFT) calculations for various CC and OV defect
configurations were combined with a quantitative analysis of 27Al MAS NMR spectra for all samples. For the
interpretation of the 27Al NMR spectra we rely on identifying the characteristic lineshapes for the Al species
based on reference spectra where the different Al substitution mechanisms, OV and CC are at a maximum.
Two‐dimensional 27Al satellite‐transition MAS (STMAS) NMR spectroscopy was also employed to increase
the spectral resolution.We provide direct evidence for the formation of OVs, their concentration, and ordering
as a function of bridgmanite composition and show that they should dominate the Al substitutionmechanism
in the upper region of the lower mantle and thereby exert an important influence on transport properties.

2. Materials and Methods

Six Al‐bearing bridgmanite samples were investigated in this study: three samples were synthesized along
the join MgSiO3‐MgAlO2.5 and two along the join MgSiO3‐Al2O3 (Table 1) using a multianvil apparatus
(Ishii et al., 2016). To ensure chemical homogeneity, vitreous (glassed) starting materials were employed.
A further bridgmanite sample was synthesized from a starting material composed of 70 wt% of enstatite con-
taining 5 mol% of Al2O3 and 30 wt% of MgO (sample F). All samples were recovered from the high‐pressure
high‐temperature runs in the form of well‐sintered pellets, which were analyzed without being ground to a
powder in order to avoid amorphization.

Characterization was performed by means of scanning electron microscopy (Figure S1 in the supporting
information) and powder X‐ray diffraction (Figure 1). The samples comprised either monomineralic bridg-
manite or bridgmanite plus MgO or Al2O3 (Table 1). The proportions of the stoichiometric CC and OV
components present in the synthesized Al‐bearing bridgmanites (Table 1) were estimated from their
compositions, as measured by electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA, Table S3), according to the
following expression:

MgxAlzSiyOxþ1:5zþ2y Brgð Þ ¼ yMgSiO3 þ x−yð ÞMgAlO2:5 OVð Þ þ z–x þ yð Þ=2 AlAlO3 CCð Þ (1)

Quantitative 1‐D 27Al MAS NMR spectra (Kentgens, 1991) were acquired to probe the local Al environment
within bridgmanite (Figure 1). Furthermore, for sample B a 2‐D 27Al STMAS spectrum (Kwak & Gan, 2003;
Siegel et al., 2009) was recorded to enhance the resolution and to identify the spectral lineshape of the indi-
vidual Al defect sites (Figure 2). One‐dimensional 27Al MAS NMR echo spectra of sample A and B were
recorded at a higher magnetic field of 23.5 T (Figure S4) to corroborate the results of the quantitative analy-
sis. DFT calculations of multiple Al defect structures were used to determine the expected NMR parameters
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for different scenarios of the CC andOV substitutionmechanism. The simulations were carried out using the
CASTEP DFT code (Charpentier, 2011; Clark et al., 2005; Grimme, 2006; Perdew et al., 1996; Pickard &
Mauri, 2001; Profeta et al., 2003; Yates et al., 2007). Details on synthesis conditions, DFT calculations, and
characterization methods are summarized in the supporting information.

3. Results
27Al MAS NMR spectra were collected on six Al‐bearing bridgmanite samples (A to F; Figure 1). All spectra
show a sharp resonance at ~7 ppm, corresponding to Al in a symmetric octahedral environment, and a broad

Table 1
Al‐Bearing Bridgmanite Samples Investigated in This Study

Starting materials Synthetised products Brg compositions OV (mol%) CC (mol%)

A (En95Brm5) Brg Mg0.991Al0.050Si0.959O2.984 3.2 (9) 0.9 (1)
B (En90Brm10) Brg Mg0.975Al0.100Si0.925O2.975 5.0 (8) 2.5 (5)
C (En80Brm20) Brg + Per Mg0.937Al0.161Si0.902O2.982 3.5 (7) 6.3 (4)
D (En95Cor5) Brg Mg0.952Al0.101Si0.947O2.998 0.5 (8) 4.8 (3)
E (En75Cor25) Brg + Cor + trace Sti Mg0.884Al0.235Si0.881O2.999 0.3 (7) 11.6 (4)
Fa Brg + Per Mg0.968Al0.099Si0.933O2.983 3.5 (9) 3.2 (6)

Note. Uncertainties on oxygen vacancy (OV) and charge coupled (CC) contents are calculated from the microprobe analysis uncertainties reported in Table S3.
Brm = MgAlO2.5 (brownmillerite); Brg = bridgmanite; Cor = Al2O3; En = MgSiO3; Per = periclase; Sti = stishovite.
aThe F starting material consisted of a mixture of 70 wt.% enstatite synthesized from glass D and 30 wt.% MgO.

Figure 1. X‐ray diffraction patterns (left) and 27Al magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR; right) spectra of Al‐bearing bridgmanite
samples. (left) All samples are comprised predominantly of bridgmanite (Brg). In samples C and F bridgmanite coexists with periclase (Per) and sample E contains
some corundum (Cor). Periclase does not contain any Al and, therefore, does not have an 27Al NMR spectroscopic signature. (right) All 27Al MAS NMR
spectra exhibit resonances assigned to Al on the A and B sites of bridgmanite. Additionally, the spectra of sample A–C and F exhibit broad resonances in the typical
shift range of tetra‐ (~50–80 ppm) and penta‐coordinated (~25–55 ppm) Al species.
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signal with a maximum at about−20 ppm, indicating a larger coordination number and a distorted environ-
ment for the Al species. In accordance with the literature these signals are assigned to Al on the B and the A
site, respectively, (Palke et al., 2012; Stebbins et al., 2001, 2006, 2003) and can be explained by the CC sub-
stitution mechanism. The NMR spectra of samples E and C exhibit an additional signal (~15 ppm) corre-
sponding to corundum (Palke et al., 2012; Stebbins et al., 2006), which is consistent with the X‐ray
diffraction (XRD) phase analysis (Figure 1, left). However, in the spectra of samples A–C and F broad and
overlapping resonances in the typical shift range of tetra‐ and penta‐coordinated Al (IVAl, VAl) were
observed (Choi et al., 2009; MacKenzie & Smith, 2002; Smith, 1993).

While BSE images and the XRD analysis provide no evidence for the presence of amorphous materials, we
cannot rule out the existence of small amounts of glassy materials based on these measurements alone.
Previous studies, however, demonstrate the crystallization of MgSiO3 glass even at 1100 K (Ono et al.,
2017) at similar pressures, so the initial starting material glass must have fully crystalized during the experi-
ment. Although it is possible that minor amounts of H2O adsorbed onto the starting materials could have
induced small degree melting of the sample, such a melt is not expected to be enriched in Al based on mea-
sured bridgmanite‐melt partition coefficients (Corgne et al., 2005; Liebske et al., 2005), and therefore, the
NMR signal would be very weak. Furthermore, such a melt would likely contain VIAl rather than IVAl
and VAl species (Allwardt et al., 2005) and would crystalize on quenching. As a consequence we can be

Figure 2. (a) Two‐dimensional 27Al satellite‐transition magic angle spinning (STMAS) nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectrum, (b) profile fits of the 1‐D rows, and (c) resulting refinement of the 1‐D 27Al magic angle spinning
(MAS) NMR spectrum of sample B. (a) The 2‐D 27Al STMAS NMR spectrum reveals four distinct Al environments typical
for IVAl, VAl, and VIAl in addition to Al on the A site of bridgmanite (AAl). (b) Profile fits (red) of the individual reso-
nances for the 1‐D rows indicated by dashed lines and the grey shaded area in (a). Relevant refinement parameters are
given in Table S4. (c) Refinement of the corresponding 1‐D 27Al MAS NMR spectrumwith resonances for IVAl, VAl, IVAl,
and AAl.
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quite certain that the observed IVAl and VAl signals are a characteristic feature of Al defects in Al‐
bearing bridgmanite.

To develop a microscopic understanding of the CC and OV incorporation mechanisms as a function of the
synthesis conditions, we extracted the ratios of IVAl, VAl, and VIAl species and Al on the A site (AAl) by a
quantitative deconvolution of the 27Al NMR spectra (Table S4 and Figure S3). For this, two reference sam-
ples (D and B) were selected in order to assign a characteristic spectral lineshape to each individual Al envir-
onment. The EPMA results for sample D imply mainly CC defects (Table 1), and its 27Al NMR spectrum
could be refined with two Al resonances typical for Al on the A and B sites (Figure S2), in agreement with
previous results (Stebbins et al., 2003, 2006). Both the chemical shift (δiso) and the quadrupolar coupling
interaction (CQ) and asymmetry parameter (ηQ) show a distribution consistent with disorder of the bond dis-
tances, angles, and second‐neighbor cations around the Al defects in the bridgmanite structure. The relevant
refinement parameters are summarized in Table S4.

The EPMA analyses for sample B indicate that it has the highest stoichiometric OV component (Table 1) and
thus offers the best opportunity to identify spectral lineshapes for Al environments influenced by OVs. This
was achieved using a 2‐D 27Al STMAS spectrum (Figures 2 and Table S4; Ashbrook &Wimperis, 2004; Gan,
2000; Kwak & Gan, 2003), for which four signals were clearly observed. They confirm the presence of the
following four Al environments in bridgmanite: IVAl, VAl, VIAl, and AAl. While Al on the A site (AAl) results
from the CC mechanism, IVAl and VAl species are a consequence of neighboring OVs. The VIAl signal
appears to have two contributions, one for the B site substitution associated with the CC mechanism and
a broader contribution arising from disorder and distortion introduced by OVs. The entire signal intensity
is also too high to be accounted for by CC defects alone. These results are also corroborated by 27Al MAS
echo spectra (Figure S4) recorded at a higher magnetic field (23.5 T).

To support the assignment of the 27Al NMR spectra, quantum‐mechanical calculations for a number of Al
defect models were performed to determine values expected for the NMR parameters δiso, CQ and ηQ
(Table S6). For the CC substitution mechanism two defect models were calculated (Figures 3a and 3b), in
which one Mg is substituted by Al (A site) and one Si is replaced by Al either at the nearest‐neighbor or at
the next nearest‐neighbor B site (Figures 3a and 3b). For the OV substitution mechanism in total 12 models
were considered in order to take into account the possible formation of isolated oxygen vacancies (Figures 3c
and S5), as well as the formation of OV dimers (Figures 3d–3f and S6 to S8). Isolated oxygen vacancies shared
between two B sites result in the formation of penta‐coordinated Al species (Figures 3c and S5), even when
clustering linearly on two adjacent octahedra (Figures 3d and S6). However, in order to form tetrahedral
Al3+ in the bridgmanite structure, short‐range ordering of OVs must occur, as observed, for example, in
Fe3+‐bearing CaTiO3 perovskite (Figures 3e and S7 to S8; Becerro et al., 1999; McCammon et al., 2000). If
two neighboring OVs within one octahedron are created, tetrahedral, octahedral, and two pentagonal Al
environments are formed (Figure 3e). A further model that was tested is where one Al and one Si occupy
the penta‐coordinated sites (Figures 3f and S8) and charge balance is maintained by a further Al occupying
an octahedral site. In this configuration one VIAl is not directly associated with the OVs, a possibility that has
been proposed previously (Stebbins et al., 2006), which could result, for example, from OV migration.
Assuming that combinations of all configurations are possible, for each tetrahedrally coordinated Al either
one or two penta‐coordinated and octahedral Al sites arise. As a consequence, the intensity ratio cannot be
unambiguously linked to one individual configuration for OV short‐range order.

The calculated NMR parameters for the CC models (Figures 3a and 3b) are in very good agreement with the
experimental values of the signals observed in sample D (Figure 3g). This corroborates the signal assignment
of Al on the A and B sites depicted in Figure 2. While CC models including migration of Al within the struc-
ture exhibit slightly larger energies (ΔE ~ 10 kJ/mol), the calculated NMR parameters for all models are quite
close to each other (Table S6). As a consequence, we consider both scenarios to be in agreement with the
results of the NMR analysis (Figure 3g).

For all considered OV defect models the simulated isotropic chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling con-
stants agree reasonably well with the experimentally obtained values (Figure 3g and Table S6). For the
IVAl species an overestimation of the simulated values of about ΔCQ = 3MHz and Δδiso = 10 ppm occurred,
which we attribute to stronger distortions in the simulations (0 K and ambient pressure), the tendency of
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DFT calculations to overestimate the electric field gradient tensor (Martineau et al., 2014) and to the
observed distributions for the chemical shift and quadrupolar coupling values (Table S4).

In particular, the occurrence of tetrahedrally coordinated Al demonstrates the presence of OV clusters com-
parable to Figures 3e and 3f due to short‐range ordering. In the case of the octahedral Al environments, the
NMR parameters of those defects not directly associated with OVs fit the experimental data slightly better.
This supports the migration of OVs and is potentially consistent with a high mobility of oxygen ions at
the synthesis conditions. As a consequence, they exhibit a very similar spectral signature compared to octa-
hedral sites created by the CC substitution mechanism.

4. Discussion

The 1‐D 27Al MAS NMR spectra were deconvoluted using the characteristic parameters for each type of Al
coordination (Table 2 and Figure S3), to obtain the relative intensities of each Al environment (Table S5). We
use the relative integral of the A site resonance as a measure for Al incorporated due to the CC mechanism,
since it is well separated from the other resonances. The same relative intensity is then subtracted from the
total VIAl intensity according to the stoichiometry of the CC mechanism. The remaining VIAl intensity is

Figure 3. (a–f) Schematic representations of Al defect models within bridgmanite and (g) corresponding calculated
nuclear magnetic resonance parameters in comparison to the experimental observations. Examples of potential Al
defect structures in bridgmanite for the charge coupled (CC; a, b) and the oxygen vacancy (OV) mechanism (c–f) and
(g) corresponding calculated quadrupolar couplingCQ and isotropic chemical shift δiso of the Al defect sites in comparison
to the experimental results of sample B and D. A detailed description of each Al defect model is given in the
supporting information.
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then combined with the intensities of VAl and IVAl to determine the relative proportion of the OV
component. The resulting OV/CC ratios are in good agreement with those estimated from compositional
analyses (Table 2), within the analytical uncertainties.

The OV substitution mechanism initially dominates in Al‐bearing bridgmanites coexisting with MgO along
the MgSiO3‐MgAlO2.5 join and increases with Al content to a maximum in OV component at ~ 0.1 Al pfu
(Figure 4a and Table S5), after which the CC substitution, which also increases with increasing Al content,
becomes dominant. The presence of IVAl, even in the lowest Al‐bearing sample, however, indicates that
there must be partial ordering of OVs, to a degree which appears to decrease with increasing Al‐content
(Figure 4b, grey and Table S5). The absolute concentrations of IVAl and VAl, however, remain relatively con-
stant up to sample C (~0.1 Al pfu), implying a similar level of partial ordering is maintained until the CC
mechanism starts to take over.

Bridgmanites synthesized with coexisting corundum along the MgSiO3‐Al2O3 join have a limited OV com-
ponent and are instead dominated by the CC mechanism (Figure 4a). Note that the bridgmanite sample F
contains a significantly higher OV component than sample D, which was produced from the same nominal
composition in the absence of excessMgO. This clearly demonstrates that the presence ofMgO favors the OV
substitution mechanism as it buffers the SiO2 activity at the lowest level. In a peridotite composition lower
mantle, bridgmanite coexists with MgO‐rich ferropericlase and the OV mechanism should, therefore, dom-
inate. Although bridgmanite in the lower mantle is expected to contain some Fe3+, which occupies the A‐site

Table 2
Quantities (in %) of the IVAl, VAl, VIAl, and AAl Species Assigned to the OVComponent and the CCComponent, Respectively,
and Resulting OV/CC (%) Ratio From the 1‐D 27Al MAS NMR Spectra

Samples Al (pfu) IVAl (%) VAl (%) VIAl (%; OV/CC) AAl (%) OV/CC NMR OV/CC EPMA

A 0.050 44 23 12/11 11 79 (2)/21 (2) 78 (7)/22 (7)
B 0.100 22 21 17/20 20 60 (3)/40 (3) 67 (4)/33 (4)
C 0.161 9 9 23/29 29 41 (3)/59 (3) 36 (6)/64 (8)
D 0.101 2 3 5/45 45 10 (4)/90 (4) 9 (12)/91 (11)
E 0.235 — — —/50 50 0 (2)/100 (2) 2 (4)/98 (5)
F 0.099 10 9 22/30 30 41 (2)/59 (2) 49 (8)/51 (7)

Note. The oxygen vacancy (OV)/charge coupled (CC) ratio obtained from the chemical compositions is reported for
comparison. MAS = magic angle spinning; NMR = nuclear magnetic resonance.

Figure 4. (a) Proportions of oxygen vacancy (OV) and charge coupled (CC) components and (b) OV/CC ratio determined
by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. (a) Proportions of OV and CC substituted Al versus Al content (per formula
unit) in bridgmanite in the systems MgSiO3‐MgAlO2.5 (circles) and MgSiO3‐Al2O3 (squares) and in the reversal run F
(triangle), in the present and previous studies. Solid symbols are the present study (Table S5), while the open circle and
diamond symbols are data based on analyses of chemical composition from Kojitani et al. (2007) and Navrotsky et al.
(2003). The yellow shading outlines the compositional range of the OV component. (b) Additionally to the OV/CC ratio
(black) the IVAl/VAl ratio (grey) determined from the refinement of the 1‐D 27Al magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance spectra (Table S5) of sample A to D is depicted.
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and forms a stable CC mechanism with VIAl, the proportion of Fe3+ should be insufficient to balance all Al
in this way (Frost et al., 2004; Shim et al., 2017), and compositional evidence indicates that OVs are also pre-
sent in Fe‐ and Al‐bearing bridgmanite (Frost & Langenhorst, 2002; Lauterbach et al., 2000).

When bridgmanite forms in down welling peridotite material at the top of the lower mantle, it will contain
little Al, which partitions strongly into coexisting majoritic garnet at these conditions (Irifune, 1994). With
increasing depth, garnet breaks down and the Al content of bridgmanite increases. At depths of approxi-
mately 720 km, the OV component in bridgmanite should reach a maximum, but it appears that with a
further increase in pressure the OV mechanism becomes less favorable (Brodholt, 2000), and compositional
analyses infer that it reaches negligible proportions at depths below 1,000 km (Liu, Ishii, et al., 2017; Liu,
Nishi, et al., 2017). In contrast, in basaltic segments of subducting slabs the larger Al2O3 content with respect
to the ambient mantle will suppress OV formation and favor the CC mechanism for bridgmanite Al substi-
tution. As the formation of OVs is compositionally dependent, lateral variations in their concentration and
state of ordering can be expected in the top of the lower mantle, in addition to a gradual decline between
depths of 800 to 1,000 km.

A number of transport properties in addition to the partitioning of H2O and noble gases are likely linked to
the abundance of OVs and their local ordering. Studies of ceramic perovskites have shown that the structural
arrangement of OVs have important effects on transport properties. Based on measurements made on the
analogous perovskite LaAlO3, it has been proposed that the motion of twin domain walls could be a source
of seismic wave attenuation in the lower mantle (Harrison & Redfern, 2002). Twin domains, however, were
found to become pinned at low temperatures, which was postulated to be caused by OVs that migrate to the
twin domain walls. Computer simulations have confirmed that it is energetically favorable for OVs to reside
in twin walls (Calleja et al., 2003), raising the intriguing possibility that the partial ordering observed in this
studymight arise fromOV clusters that have migrated to the walls of twin domains, as similar multiple twins
are also observed in bridgmanite (Wang et al., 1992). Seismic attenuation in the lower mantle may therefore
depend critically on the occurrence of clustered OVs. Similarly, measurements of electrical and ionic con-
ductivity in analogous CaTiO3‐CaFeO2.5 perovskites have been shown to be strongly dependent on the
extent of partial ordering of OVs, because it is coupled to an overall decrease in oxygen mobility
(Figueiredo et al., 2003; Zhang & Smyth, 1995). Lateral variability in electrical conductivity inferred for
the top of the lower mantle (Deschamps, 2015) might, therefore, be explained by compositionally driven var-
iations in OV concentration and ordering.

Previous studies have proposed that noble gases such as neon and argon, which have relatively high solubi-
lities in bridgmanite, may be accommodated on OV sites, due to their comparable atomic size (Shcheka &
Keppler, 2012; Zhang & Xu, 1995). This may well be facilitated by the much larger cavity and consequent
relaxation resulting from OV partial ordering. It has also been proposed that OVs may be suitable sites for
substitution by hydroxyl groups and the possibility has been raised that rapid proton migration could lead
to a homogenization of the H2O content within the lower mantle (Murakami et al., 2012; Navrotsky,
1999). OV partial ordering, particularly if it occurs within twin domain walls, may have an important effect
on proton mobility.

A broad range of lower mantle geochemical and transport properties are, therefore, likely to be dependent
on the occurrence and partial ordering of OVs, which may lead to strong variations in physical properties
within the top 300 km of the lower mantle. This may even be consistent with the increase in mantle viscosity
inferred by some models toward the midlower mantle (Ricard & Wuming, 1991). Numerous studies that
have examined bridgmanite physical properties in the past have neglected to buffer the SiO2 activity and
are therefore unlikely to have stabilized OVs in abundances that are realistic for the mantle. Further experi-
ments that pay attention to the role of OV and their local ordering are therefore essential if accurate lower
mantle physical and chemical properties are to be determined.
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